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LIBOR TRANSITION  

Frequently Asked Questions 
As of December 31, 2021 

WHAT IS LIBOR? 

Interbank Offered Rates (IBORs), including the London Interbank Offered Rate (LIBOR), have been 

widely accepted benchmarks for short-term interest rates. 

Certain large banks periodically report how much it would cost them to borrow money from another bank 

on an unsecured, short-term basis. This information is used to determine the LIBOR index. Reported 

borrowing costs do not have to be based on actual borrowing transactions and may be estimated within 

defined parameters. An estimated $200 trillion in derivatives, variable rate mortgages, auto loans, 

commercial loans, credit cards and other financial products are indexed to LIBOR.  

The U.K.’s Financial Conduct Authority (FCA), the regulator of LIBOR, has called for a worldwide 

transition away from LIBOR by the end of 2021. The Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, 

the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, and the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation have 

emphasized that U.S. banks should not enter into new loan contracts using USD LIBOR after 

Dec. 31, 2021. However, many banks are targeting a date in advance of that to cease issuing and 

renewing LIBOR-based loans. Regulators are encouraging firms and investors to transition away from 

the use of LIBOR to new rates as soon as they are able.  

WHEN WILL LIBOR BE PHASED OUT? 

The FCA confirmed that the publication of LIBOR will cease for one-week and two-month USD LIBOR 

after Dec. 31, 2021, and the remaining USD LIBOR settings after June 30, 2023. As of September 2021, 

City National Bank has ceased offering new LIBOR loans and other products. 

WHAT CAUSED THE NEED TO STOP USING LIBOR? 

The integrity of LIBOR was questioned during the 2008 financial crisis when several banks contributing 

to its calculation were accused of rate manipulation. A contraction in the unsecured interbank lending 

market has also occurred since the financial crisis. Attempts to base LIBOR on actual transactions failed, 

as the underlying market which LIBOR seeks to measure is no longer sufficiently active.  

WHICH RATES ARE LIKELY TO REPLACE LIBOR? 

Risk-free rates (RFRs) are the recommended replacement for LIBOR. RFRs differ based on jurisdiction 

but generally are overnight interest rate benchmarks, which regulators believe are more representative 
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and reliable than IBORs. These benchmarks are based on liquid markets so they can be calculated using 

actual transactions.  

• In the U.S., the Secured Overnight Financing Rate (SOFR) is the recommended alternative

to USD LIBOR. SOFR is a median of rates that market participants pay to borrow cash on

an overnight secured basis, using U.S. Treasurys as collateral.

• American Interbank Offered Rate (AMERIBOR), which is published by the American

Financial Exchange (AFX), is also a potential replacement for LIBOR. It is a volume-weighted

interest rate calculated daily from the average interest AFX users charge each other for

unsecured loans overnight.

• GBP LIBOR, CHF LIBOR, JPY LIBOR and EURO LIBOR will be replaced by the

Sterling Overnight Index Average (SONIA), Swiss Average Rate Overnight (SARON), Tokyo

Overnight Average Rate (TONAR) and Euro Short-term Rate (ESTER), respectively.

City National Bank currently offers the above referenced alternative reference rates for commercial and 

syndicated loans. 

WHO IS IN CHARGE OF THE TRANSITION AWAY FROM USD LIBOR TO SOFR? 

The Alternative Reference Rates Committee (ARRC) is overseeing and leading the transition away from 

LIBOR in the U.S. The ARRC is a group of private-market participants initially convened by the Federal 

Reserve in December 2014 in cooperation with other U.S. federal financial services regulatory authorities. 

The ARRC has published a list of 2020 objectives and recommended best practices, which outline 

important transition activities and milestones.  

Additionally, the International Swaps & Derivatives Association (ISDA) is leading the transition of the USD 

LIBOR derivatives markets to SOFR and, potentially, other alternatives. ISDA and the ARRC have 

worked closely together to align around the transition.  

WHAT IS SOFR? 

The ARRC identified SOFR as its recommended alternative to USD LIBOR. SOFR is a fully-transaction 

based RFR, which is perceived by regulators to be more representative and reliable than LIBOR. The 

AARC believes SOFR is the most appropriate reference rate for widespread and long-term adoption 

because, among other reasons, it: 

• Is International Organization of Securities Commissions (IOSCO) compliant;

• Is fully transaction-based;

• Encompasses a robust underlying repo market with more than $1 trillion in daily transactions;

• Is an overnight RFR that correlates closely with other money market rates; and

• Covers multiple repo market segments allowing for future market evolution.

WHERE IS SOFR PUBLISHED? 

The New York Federal Reserve, as administrator of SOFR and in cooperation with the 

Treasury Department’s Office of Financial Research, publishes an overnight SOFR index, as well as 

the 30-, 90- and 180-day SOFR compound averages in arrears. These indexes are published daily. 

The Chicago Mercantile Exchange (CME) publishes data for Term SOFR, a forward-looking 

measurement of overnight SOFR, in 1, 3, and 6-month interest periods. 

ALTERNATIVE REFERENCE RATES 
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HOW CAN I LEARN MORE ABOUT SOFR? 

Additional resources can be found on the ARRC website, such as “A User’s Guide to SOFR,” that details 

how SOFR is used. 

WHAT IS AMERIBOR? AMERIBOR is a transparent benchmark interest rate based on overnight

unsecured loans on the American Financial Exchange (AFX). The AFX is a self-regulated 

electronic platform on the Chicago Board of Exchange (CBOE). Launched in 2015, the AFX 

currently has approximately 163 members across the United States including City National Bank, 

and an additional 1,200 financial institutions who participate with their member banks. 

AMERIBOR is determined by funding transactions between mid-size banks and non-banks,

including broker-dealers, insurance companies, private equity firms, hedge funds, asset managers 

and finance companies. This rate is intended to be representative of marginal funding costs of 

regional banks.

WHERE IS AMERIBOR PUBLISHED?

The volume-weighted average of these loans is calculated and published nightly by the CBOE 

and other authorized distributors. Rates can be viewed in real time, along with historical 

overnight AMERIBOR rates, on the AMERIBOR website.

HOW CAN I LEARN MORE ABOUT AMERIBOR?

Additional resources can be found on the AMERIBOR website.

WHAT ARE THE KEY DIFFERENCES BETWEEN LIBOR, SOFR AND AMERIBOR?

LIBOR and RFRs, such as SOFR and AMERIBOR, are fundamentally different in several ways,

for example how they are calculated and administered. Below is a comparison: 

Characteristic LIBOR SOFR AMERIBOR
Risk Bank lending rate (includes credit 

risk) 
Risk-free rate (no credit risk) Credit sensitive 

Forward vs. 
Backward 
Looking 

Forward-looking Backward-looking for overnight 

Forward-looking for term 

Backward-looking for overnight 

Forward-looking for term 

Secured vs. 
Unsecured 

Unsecured (no collateral) Secured with US Treasuries 
(collateralized) 

Unsecured (no collateral) 

Calculation and 
Publication 

Calculated and published daily by 
ICE Benchmark Administration 

Calculated and published daily by 
the NY Federal Reserve 

Calculated and published daily by 
the Chicago Board Options 
Exchange; Numerix 

Basis Based on LIBOR panel bank 
submissions 

Based on roughly $500M 
transactions per day 

Transaction based 

Based on roughly $1T 
transactions/day (repo markets) 

Term SOFR is calculated and 
published daily by the Chicago 
Mercantile Exchange 

Transaction based 

Based on overnight, unsecured 
loans transacted on the AFX 

Other term rates to be developed 
will be based off market data of 
multiple sources (wholesale 
commercial deposits and 
commercial paper) in addition to 
relevant trades on AFX 

Term Structure Various terms (overnight, 1 week, 
1, 2, 3, 6, and 12 months) 

Overnight (Daily Simple SOFR)  

Term SOFR (1, 3, and 6-month) 

Overnight AMERIBOR

Term AMERIBOR (30 and 90-day)

https://www.newyorkfed.org/arrc/sofr-transition
https://www.newyorkfed.org/medialibrary/Microsites/arrc/files/2021/users-guide-to-sofr2021-update.pdf
https://www.ameribor.net/
https://www.ameribor.net/
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Characteristic LIBOR SOFR AMERIBOR 

Compounded SOFR is used at 
City National Bank primarily for 
swaps until Term SOFR is made 
available by City National Bank 
for swaps 

AFX is working on additional term 
settings  

WHAT ARE FALLBACK PROVISIONS? 

Fallbacks are contractual provisions that come into force in the event that the LIBOR index is temporarily 

or permanently discontinued. They determine the successor benchmark rate that would be used if LIBOR 

is not available. Many current fallback provisions in existing agreements are only appropriate for short-

term and temporary disruptions to LIBOR. If existing fallback language fails to provide parties with a 

replacement benchmark rate in the event of a temporary or permanent cessation of LIBOR and the parties 

cannot agree to an alternative, there is a risk that contracts may be frustrated. City National Bank has 

incorporated some form of fallback language into its form loan documents for many years, and over the 

last two years has updated its fallback language for new loans and amended loans to follow industry 

standards to accommodate the transition away from LIBOR. 

WHAT IS THE POTENTIAL IMPACT TO CITY NATIONAL BANK LIBOR LOANS AND INTEREST 

RATE DERIVATIVES? 

Existing loan and derivative documentation may need to be amended to account for the transition away 

from LIBOR. For example, whereas LIBOR is based on an unsecured interest rate that sets in advance 

for a term, SOFR is based on a secured, overnight interest rate. Consequently, relevant documentation 

will need modification to calculate interest using SOFR and to make any other applicable adjustments.  

HOW WILL THE TRANSITION FROM LIBOR OCCUR AT CITY NATIONAL BANK? 

While the process remains fluid and subject to uncertainties, City National Bank anticipates that the 

LIBOR transition will likely occur in the following manner:  

• All legacy credit agreements and promissory notes using a LIBOR rate will need to be amended

to replace LIBOR and related provisions with the alternative RFR rate. For many loans and swaps,

this transition would occur in conjunction with a loan renewal or otherwise regularly scheduled

amendment or touchpoint with respect to the LIBOR loan. Legacy LIBOR loans and swaps

maturing after June 30, 2023, that aren’t subject to such renewal or other amendment before that

date will be amended pursuant to a remediation plan that is under development.

• City National Bank LIBOR-indexed loans, which are hedged with a City National Bank-provided

interest rate derivative, will be affected by both the loan documentation’s reference rate

substitution provision and the contractual terms of that interest rate derivative.

• ISDA has determined that derivatives referencing USD LIBOR should transition to SOFR with a

credit spread adjustment to be determined using a mean or median of the difference of LIBOR

over SOFR for a historical window of time.

• To the extent reasonably possible, City National Bank intends to have loan and derivative

documentation move through LIBOR transition in a way that preserves most (if not all) the hedging

function of the derivative.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
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• Clients with swaps should be encouraged to adopt the ISDA protocol that provides for a fallback

from LIBOR to an alternative rate.

WHAT CAN CLIENTS DO TODAY IN ANTICIPATION OF THE LIBOR TRANSITION? 

City National Bank encourages clients to prepare for LIBOR transition. Some steps that clients can take 

now include the following:  

• Review LIBOR exposure under existing loans, notes and derivatives.

• Designate an authorized officer or individual to track LIBOR-related issues and stay informed

about how LIBOR transition will affect their contracts.

• Consult with accountants and other advisors about how the LIBOR transition will affect their

financial situation and the accounting and tax treatment of LIBOR-indexed transactions.

• Now that LIBOR is no longer available for new loans and for renewals or increases of existing

loans, consider what alternative rate is available and appropriate.

HOW IS CITY NATIONAL BANK PARTICIPATING IN THE INDUSTRY-WIDE CESSATION OF LIBOR? 

City National Bank is actively participating in industry-wide discussions and monitoring market responses 

regarding the transition away from IBORs, including LIBOR. Through Royal Bank of Canada (RBC), City 

National Bank is collaborating with various working groups across the jurisdictions in which it operates to 

track the development of alternative RFRs and consider their implementation across a number of markets 

and products.  

ADDITONAL RESOURCES 

City National Bank will continue to update its website as new information is received. Our goal is to help 
you understand how this change may affect your City National Bank products and services, as well as 
provide helpful links to other related public sources, such as regulatory agencies and industry working 
groups.  

This communication is provided for information purposes only and is subject to change. This communication is general in 
nature and does not take into account any specific financial objectives or the needs of any particular person.  

The communication does not constitute an offer or a recommendation to enter into any product or service and does not 
constitute investment advice. Any entry into any product or service requires City National Bank’s subsequent agreement, which  
will be subject to internal approvals and the execution of binding documents. 

Where information in this communication has been obtained from or is a link to third party sources, we believe those sources 
to be reliable but we do not guarantee the information’s accuracy. Neither City National Bank nor any of its directors, officers, 
employees, representatives or agents, accepts any liability whatsoever for any direct, indirect or consequential losses (in 
contract, tort or otherwise) arising from the use of this communication or its contents or reliance on the information contained 
herein. 

You have sole responsibility for the management of your tax and legal affairs including complying with any applicable laws 
and regulations. We have not and will not provide you with tax or legal advice and recommend that you obtain independent 
tax and legal advice tailored to your individual circumstances.  

City National Bank holds an equity interest in American Financial Exchange, LLC (AFX), the creator and publisher of 
AMERIBOR. City National Bank shall have no liability to you if you elect an AMERIBOR-based loan or other product based on 
the fact that City National Bank is a member and equity holder in AFX. The American Financial Exchange®, AFX® and 
AMERIBOR® trademark and AMERIBOR® benchmarks are the property of American Financial Exchange, LLC and are used 
under license.
The contents of this communication have not been reviewed or approved by any regulatory authority. 

City National Bank Member FDIC. City National Bank is a subsidiary of Royal Bank of Canada. 
©2021 City National Bank. All Rights Reserved. cnb.com

https://www.cnb.com/about-us/financials/libor-transition.html



